COMPLETE TRAINING
MATERIALS SPECIAL
$147.95 (To order call Irenee)
The tools and materials offered
in this package provide all that
is needed for the finest finelytuned color and body analysis
possible. When correctly used,
the individual will know the truth
of it and they can feel it.
Moreover, it lasts a lifetime
because it is the classic teaching in this field based on sound color and line
principles and The Law of Attraction.
Previously, colorists paid substantially for the tester-tools and books but
were trained at no charge. The great internet and website response has
changed everything—The Science of Personal Dress Complete Study is so
well illustrated and structured that people can now train on their own if they
have a few tools. These materials are the culmination of many years
experience to provide you with everything you need for a remarkable
outcome to not only know what and why, but how these concepts whittle
away all the unnecessary, and reveal the essence of style for each person.
Details of the complete set of training materials and tools include:
● Color Analysis Tester
This sturdy, durable tester is the ultimate
color analysis tester. It is 8 1/2" x 11" with a
cut out for the neck ties to secure the tester
around the neck. Each page is designed with
color coated ink-dyes to illustrate the basic
six colors of each color family; this makes 60
testers plus 20 half-page combination tester
colors. The first thirty testers also double for
makeup and eye colors and the last thirty
colors represent hair colors. The pages are
thick enough to arrange and display color
combinations which represent percentages of
warm, cool and balanced colors.

●4
Profile
Booklets

● 8 Inter-season
Booklets
4 Women
4 Men

● KEYSIZE TESTER
This unique tester is an essential “key” to a
person’s dress. It is Important because it is
based on the size, shape and spacing of face
features and indicates if small, medium small,
medium, medium large or large inside lines
are best. This balance impacts every aspect of
dress. Includes 20 keysize testers of 4 basic
patterns in sturdy card stock with cut-out neck
for easy use. 8½ x 11”
Example of 20 patterns; 5 size stripes, 5 size
polka dots, 5 size buttons and 5 size bows.
The keysize applies to everything from head to
toe: size of curls, glass frames, collars,
patterns, buttons, bows, straps, pleats, cuffs,
buckles, belts, purses, jewelry, watches,
bands, rings, bracelets, flaps, ruffles, trims,
barrettes, hats, and textures.

● Hair and Eye Color Chart
This innovative hair and eye color display chart
has been designed in harmonic sequence to
help see where one fits into the scheme of
things and the order and beauty of human
coloring.
This chart is a vital tool for beauticians and
those working with hair coloring—used in
conjunction with the Color Tester guarantees
best results possible. 8½ x 11” laminated chart

● Color Display Chart
Important tool to see exactly where you are as you
test through the colors. Also validates your work as
you recognize the mathematical relationship to a
person's best colors in all the color families.
Full instructions on how to use this chart to advantage
is included. Excellent display of bright-clear colors
show on the left-half-side of each color group; and the
more muted-opaque colors show on the right-half-side
of each group.
Makeup, eye colors and accent colors are displayed
in the first row of ovals going down; hair neutral colors
are displayed in the second row of ovals.
8½ x 11” laminated chart

Note: The Color Analysis Tester comes with adequate yarn strap.
Optional: if desired, you may order the professional leather strap as shown
on the color tester above. $15.00
Call or email ireneeriter@comcast.net to order.

